Discover the digital transformation path for your business...

Upcoming dates for your calendar for 2023

IVI Coffee&Talks June 1st, 8th, 15th
Digital Health Summer School - June 8th & 9th
IVI Summit 2023 June 21st & 22nd

IVI Summit 2023
Co-Creating the Digital World; beyond 2027
June 21st and 22nd at Maynooth University

With just 3 weeks to go the Innovation Value Institute is gearing up for the Annual Summit 2023 which will take place in the TSI Building at Maynooth University with Pre-Summit workshops Wednesday 21st and IVI Summit Thursday 22nd June. Draft Agenda is now available.

Speakers Include:
Barry Lowry, CIO, Irish Government
Christoph Strnadl, Deputy Chief Technology Officer at Software AG
Joan Mulvihill, Digitalisation & Sustainability Lead, Siemens
Simon Hanratty, CIO, Irish life
Crystel Robbins Rynne, Chief Operations Officer, HRLocker
Sonia Neary, CEO and co-founder, Wellola
Russell Kane, University Engagement Lead, Microsoft

Registration & Agenda
Join us for this week’s IVI Coffee&Talk where Flaitrí Neff from Technological University of the Shannon (TUS) will present *Addressing Challenges in the Urban-Rural Mobility Continuum: An Exploration of Rural Intelligent Transport Systems*. Join here at 1.30 (GMT +1)

**Digital Health Summer School 2023**

*June 8th & 9th at Maynooth University*

The Inaugural International Digital Health Summer School will be hosted at the Innovation Value Institute, Maynooth University on June 8th and 9th 2023. Digital Health is emerging as a completely new discipline, one which combines intersecting disciplines of health, technology, engineering, economics, demographics and much more. While current health systems have served humanity very well yielding a more than doubling of life expectancy over the last two centuries, the systems are now facing a major crisis with full hospitals, a demographic timebomb and record clinician attrition. However one half of the world’s population don’t have access to affordable healthcare and the other half who do have access are increasingly finding it unaffordable. This global healthcare is facing a perfect storm and what Thomas Kuhn would call a Model Crisis.

**IVI Webinar Series: Integration of IoTs data and BIM for Energy Management in Buildings**

The IVI Digital Construction webinar "Integration of IoTs data and BIM for Energy Management in Buildings" was hosted online on May 25th with an excellent line up of speakers from Ardox, Murphy Geospatial, Standard Access, DCU and IVI. The recording will be available shortly on our website.

**The National Manufacturing & Supply Chain Conference & Exhibition 2023**

Dr Gültekin Cakir from IVI has presented the “Logistics-CMF” – a Logistics and SCM-Focused Capability Maturity Model for companies, which is an international collaborative initiative between the Innovation Value Institute, Vallée, Unger & Partner GmbH (Germany), Münster School of Business (Germany), and the BVL – Bundesvereinigung Logistik (Germany), at The National Manufacturing & Supply Chain Conference & Exhibition 2023 in
Digital Citizenship Workshop for the STEFORA project

The ERASMUS+ funded STEFORA project is designed with a holistic approach around three objectives: Digital citizenship, applying universal design principles in formal and non-formal learning activities, and, adopting critical approaches to raise cultural awareness and foster gender-sensitive education, in the target countries specific to STEM engagement for women.

As part of the project, Maynooth University conducted a Digital Citizenship Workshop in Prishtina, Kosovo on 24th May 2023. The participants comprised of academics, educational consultants, ICT professionals and public sector advisors. The workshop aimed to provide insights and knowledge about Digital Citizenship in the context of encouraging women in STEM. It also highlighted the implications of one's digital footprint and the importance of curating a thoughtful digital profile. The workshop was engaging and included a group discussion gauging the participants' perceptions of good digital citizenship and best practices. This workshop marked a successful beginning to the project which aims to benefit young women charting out their STEM careers.

The 6th International Digital Business Research Day at the University of Applied Science, Steyr, Upper Austria.

The 6th International Digital Business Research Day took place on May 9th and 10th hosted at Digi Space (Centre for Digitalization) at the University of Applied Science, Steyr, Upper Austria.

Social Event (Night watcher Tour): On May 9th, the event embarked on a captivating Night watcher Tour, voluntarily exploring the secrets of Steyr's historic city centre. It was guided by knowledgeable expert to discover hidden stories and to immerse oneself in the enchanting ambiance of the lantern-lit streets of Steyr.

Digital Business Research Day: Our PhD researchers Sana Kiran, Karthickeshwar Shankaravelu, and Simon Hanratty presented their research topics at a conference the next day, May 10th. Their presentations showcased innovative insights and advancements in their respective fields, contributing to collective knowledge and fostering collaboration among industry experts. Prof. Markus Helfert and Prof. Zohreh Pourzolfaghar, as esteemed chairs and programme committee members, greatly contributed to the conference's success with their expertise and dedication by providing valuable feedback and suggestions to researchers on their research.

EU Sustainable Energy Week 2023

EU project RES4CITY are excited to announce a session at the upcoming EU Sustainable Energy Week 2023 on Career opportunities in the energy transition: the skills you need for the green economy!

Join the team of the EU Project RES4CITY led by Maynooth University as we dive into the topic of preparing for the energy transition by equipping individuals and organizations with the necessary skills for the changing landscape of the energy sector.
Cybersecurity: Opportunities for collaboration between Finland and Ireland

An excellent cybersecurity initiative led by the Finnish Ambassador to Ireland, Raili Lahnalampi was held on Wednesday 17th May in Dublin. The event focussed on fostering collaboration between Finnish and Irish companies and broader stakeholder groups. Denise Manton, Executive Director of EMPOWER Data Governance chaired an insightful panel discussing trusted cybersecurity and cyber-resilience partnerships and collaborations between Finland and Ireland – delivering benefits for both economies. With best practice in data governance and cyber going hand in hand, Denise welcomed the opportunity to chair the panel exploring the opportunities, the challenges and the mechanisms that are needed to move forward.

Call for a Coffee to IVI- All Welcome

Just as a reminder to you that members are welcome to call to the IVI office for a coffee and chat so please do drop us an email if you would like arrange this at info@ivi.ie